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From the award-winning writer of Autism Spectrum Disorders, comes Adolescents on the
Autism Spectrum, a complete guide to the cognitive, emotional, social, and physical needs of
preteens and teenagers with autistic disorders, which range from the relatively mild
Asperger's Syndrome to more severe ability impairment. Using clear examples, practical
information, and supportive insights, this book covers:Health risks such as seizures and
depressionTreatments, treatments, and teaching strategiesTeaching skills to handle puberty,
self-care, and social skillsTeenage emotions, sexuality, suitable relationships, and
datingMiddle college, high school, and developing an Individual Educational
ProgramPreparing for life after high school
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Craving Information on Adolescents upon the Spectrum? Wow, finally some brave soul
provides ventured in to the never, never property of discussion upon this thorny topic -
adolescents on the autism spectrum. I am a parent of a child with ASD and a Speech
Language Pathologist working with adolescents on the spectrum. Resource It was helpful. I
highly recommend this book for anyone who offers with a child who has autism. Like most info
I find on ASD nowadays, it really is pitched towards people who are very high functioning. He'll
maintain his adolescents years quickly.!). Lots of info concerning adolescents on the spectrum.
Great reserve. Sicile-Kira discusses. I believe it will be a helpful start for most families and
professionals, nevertheless, I still think it is period to consider my pen in hand and talk about a
few of the even more nitty gritty areas of parenting even more affected kids. Ms. We are
grandparents of an autistic child. We are on the brink of adolescents and believed we better
get up to date on what to expect. Hopefully, it will be a helpful reference. Adolescents on the
Autism Spectrum: A Parents's Guide I bought this reserve for me to read. My grandson has
Asperger. That leaves a lot of us at night about the dilemmas our much less functional
children may face. resourceful. This book was very beneficial & Sicile-Kira has a good start
delving into the topic. Thank you! Five Stars Very helpful Solid examination This book is crucial
read for educators, therapists, and physicians--who often know less about autism than
parents of autistic children. We remain awaiting information for kids who pass through puberty
and don't gain most of the skills Ms. She does a good job explaining choices for kids who have
that many options ahead of them. This is what I wanted. Nothing fresh or inspiring for
individuals who are well continue reading the subject. Great price, excellent condition Good
book So far it has been helpful and enlightening Good Information Here! Lots of wrong info
and false references sited in this reserve! Good first publication for those unfamiliar with
autism. Easy to understand too! what a joke! Useful book for parents teachers and aides I think
that is helpful and I have two sons on the autism spectrum that are now young adults Was
recommended by someone Was recommended by someone. She presents details without
sound background and virtually says what she thinks people may purchase! She touches on
some weighty subjects like sex, drugs, and college (forgot the rock and roll! This is a pathetic
way of making extra $$!!
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